
November 22, 2020 Miracles WK6 John 2

SERMON	NOTES	

John 2:1–11 

OBSERVATIONS:	

The ____________________ - A source for _____________; brings _________________________ 

___ ____________ ____________ ________ - Used for _____________________ ______________________ 

Who ______________ - The ____________________, those who were not ________________ to the party 

_____________________ - ____________________ in Him 

APPLICATION:	

The ____________ offers us __________________ ________, but Jesus provides an ___________________ of _________. 

When we see a ______________ others have, we should take it to Jesus on ______________ ________________.  

We need to ___________________ in Jesus and know that He is our ________________________. 

Ephesians 3:16–21 
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DISCUSSION	GUIDE	

1. What is one thing that stood out, challenged, or stretched you this week?  

2. Take a minute to Pind a story card that reminds you of a time that you took someone else’s need 
to Jesus and He did something special. How did this impact the person and their faith for whom 
you prayed? How did this impact you and your faith?  

3. Take a minute to Pind a story card that reminds you of a time that you shared a need you had 
with Jesus and He did something special. How did this impact you and your faith? Did you invite 
others to join you in praying for this need? If so, how did it impact your relationship with them 
and how did the outcome impact them and their faith?  

4. Have you observed any needs that others around you have that need to be shared with Jesus? If 
so, what are they? (Share if you are comfortable making these known without embarrassing 
them.) 

5. What is a need you have right now that we can join you in taking to Jesus? 

Prayer Requests:
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